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So I've tried to enable the bios password on my dell inspiron 1564 desktop model. It is a 500GB Western Digital Black hard drive. The instruction sheet for this said that I should go into the bios system, select password, and
press enter on a blank line to enable. So I did. I then went into the bios again, selected laptop configuration and then the BIOS password from a list of four or five options. I selected it and nothing happened. I selected it again
and it said that I already had the selected bios password. I went in BIOS again, selected the same thing and it said the same thing again. What am I doing wrong. And where can I get a good bios password removal program? I
have searched the internet for hours and I can't find anything that works. I tried two hard drives and 2 user accounts and neither work. All I want is a list of the six highest level bios passwords. There was a program on
Microsoft's site but it only works on a redhat based system. I am running a sarge based system so I cannot use their program. Any help would be appreciated As you have already found out, most of the manufacturer default
BIOS password is often set to a rather short and somewhat easily guessed password by customers, meaning that can be easily bypassed without any password cracking or other techniques. The software is usually very easy
to download and take advantage of. I will mention just a couple of them as some have seen more of the different ones from different manufacturers. After you remove the password lock, you will be prompted for a new
password for the bios user/supervisor, as well as the hard drive password. Generally, you can use the password you set before. Another way to remove the password from the bios, is to jump the bios hard drive settings. This
can be done from the boot menu. On some computers, this can be done by pressing the F12 key when the computer boots. The hard drive settings in the bios for the boot menu will be removed.
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I can only conmend you that to get rid of the password in the bios chip you have to remove the drive and show the bios setup menu and then hit F2 twice which will enter into BIOS Setup menu then the password will be
removed Dell Password Remover Utility is an all-in-one utility and you have remove the password stored in the BIOS chip without remove the disk drive when you start computer and can start Windows XP without the

password Please NOTE: F12 option is disable You have to use your mouse instead of keyboard to press F2 Press F2 only one time to enter into BIOS setup menu There is a lot of settings and menu in BIOS setup. Press F2 only
two times to enter into BIOS setup menu Please select your Dell product level: Well I have a dell inspiron 1520 which has a an old /default/ bios. I have reset the cmos, pulled out the cmos battery, and used the hardware

manager to deactivate the cmos battery. The bios stills wont change. After a week of searching for a solution, I found a dell support page that said: If you are using a system that has been password protected, and the
password has been removed you will not be able to access the data stored on the hard drive. Even though this is a generic statement on the web, the only site that has the exact information is the one it gives. I am not going

to waste my time with the dell support page, because the only thing this is saying is that it is a bios password. Well I have a dell inspiron 1520 which has a an old /default/ bios. I have reset the cmos, pulled out the cmos
battery, and used the hardware manager to deactivate the cmos battery. The bios stills wont change. 5ec8ef588b
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